
 

 

 
A great Brown Swiss run with the first bull over 200 ISU 
points! 
With this last run of the year, genomic values of our Brown Swiss line up are 
reaching to the top. PACTOLE is now 202 in ISU, gaining 8 points, still leading the 
pack! There are also 6 more bulls over 180 pts ISU that combine great volumes of 
solids, fitness and complete type: OPTIMAL, LBB RALICE, RULLY, PISTON, 
ROCKY and the newcomer SATURNE: 
 
 
SATURNE, a top new Optimal son 
Optimal x Ifeeling x Vigor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Born at Gaec Brast in Aveyron, SATURNE will appeal to dairymen looking for a high level of production 
without sacrificing components and fitness traits. IFEELING Madmoiselle, his dam, has just completed her 
4th lactation in 305 days at 10,318 kg with 4.75 %F and 3.89 %P. In her pedigree we find Vigor IGELLE VG 
86 and Jolt CHANTELLE VG 87, going directly back to the famous Hussli TIGELLE EX 90 and its 130,000 
kg lifetime production! SATURNE is the worthy heir of this extremely reliable family which has already 
delivered the proven bull ISOLD and more recently NO DECIBEL, which daughters are entering into 
production with stunning udders. He is one of the rare bulls to combine a high milk potential with very 
positive components while improving longevity and fertility. The udders will be high and well attached, with 
perfect teats in size and position. His daughters will be of a more moderate size and he will also bring good 
feet and legs. He ranks very well in Switzerland at 1437 GZW CH and in Germany at 126 GZW. He has 
the sought-after BB and A2A2 caseins, available only sexed from January. 

MADMOISELLE, SATURNE’S DAM 



 

 

 
Other Top Genomic bulls  
 
LBB RALICE 
O Malley x Vigor x Juleng 
aAa 423651 
 
He remains the best son of O Malley for milk at+1688! Associated with a flawless linear morphology, it will 
bring dimensions in the body and rump, with very good feet and legs. The udders will be very good with a 
strong ligament and a high rear attachment. He is also a daughter fertility improver and BB A2A2 enhancer. 
LBB RALICE ranks well in Italy at 961 ITE with +1147 milk and 118 type and udder. He is available 
conventional and sexed. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SKYFALL 
Optimal x Loustic x Anibal 
aAa 615243 
 
He ranks at the top of several genomic lists, with 1486 GZW 
CH he is in the top 5 in Switzerland and number 7 of foreign 
bulls in Germany at GZW 133. He comes from the family of 
Zeus CH ZEA EX 94, dam of Fun ABF, she produced 117,943 
kg in her career at 4.68 %F and 3.62 %P! SKYFALL is a 
complete bull on all traits and which presents an interesting 
milk potential, along with improving fertility and longevity. He 
will also sire excellent top lines and good feet and legs. The 
udders will be high and very well attached, the teats with a 
short tendency will have to be taken into account in the 
mating. An interesting asset is the good muscularity combined 
with high production. He offers the sought-after BB and A2A2 
caseins, available sexed semen.  
 

LBB LALICE, LBB RALICE’S DAM LBB RALICE 

OHEA ABF, SKYFALL’S DAM 



 

 

SINEL 
Opinel x Narcotic x Glarus 
aAa 243165 
 

 
SINEL hails from the VERTUE VG 89, SISSIE VG 88, 
OCEANE EX93 family, true brood cow from France. The 
type is strongly anchored in the pedigree with an average of 
87.5 pts over 6 generations. 
The dairy potential is not to be outdone, like his father 
Opinel. He is also one of the best bulls for improving fertility! 
BB and A2A2 caseins make him a bull of choice for quality 
milk producers. Its complete profile on all positions makes it 
easy to use on all any bloodlines because it is free of BIVER 
and ANIBAL blood. 
 
 

 
 
Proven bulls 
 
 
NICE GP 
Fact x Calvin x Glenn 
aAa 243615 
 
NICE GP keeps adding daughters to his proof and 
improving again his total ISU of +11 pts! With close to 200 
daughters in production, he has a unique profile with +2.5 
udder, +2.0 udder health, +1.8 fertility and +1.7 longevity ! 
NICE GP makes the powerful kind of cows people love to 
work with, health and long lasting! He gained also in 
Switzerland with now 1345 GZW, in the top 5 of his 
generation 
 
 
  

SINEL 

PARRURE, NICE GP’S DAUGHTER 



 

 

O MALLEY 
Bender x Glarus x Dally 
aAa 423561 
 

He doesn’t have yet a big number of daughters in the proof 
for the December run, but we expect more than 150 in April 
2023. Many O MALLEY cows are calving in France and 
Switzerland, and other countries. The most exported bull from 
France in the last years has a strong influence also through 
his numerous sons worldwide. First feedback from the field 
are very encouraging: they give a lot of satisfaction to their 
owners, with very good production, nice udders and balanced 
cows. We look forward to next year development of O 
MALLEY as a proven bull, still available both conventional 
and sexed, BB and A2A2. 
 

 
TOP 5 bulls in each system: 

 
PACTOLE 211 
PHENIX 205 
RULLY 198 
RASTAROKET 192 
RIESLING 184 

 
 

 
 
 

PATRICE 1137 
PACTOLE 1136 
ROCKY 1129 
MOMO PF 1020 
ROQUEFORT 987 

 
 
 
 

RASTAROKET 1495 
SKYFALL 1486 
OPTIMAL 1477 
RIDLEY 1464 
SATURNE 1437 

 
 
 

 
SKYFALL 133 
RIESLING 132 
MOMO PF 132 
NAMUR 131 
PHENIX 131 

 
 

 
 
 

PACTOLE 202 
SATURNE 190 
OPTIMAL 190 
LBB RALICE 189 
RULLY 182 
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RACHIDA & ROMANE, O MALLEY’S DAUGHTERS 
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